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Winning Words – How to write a 101 Killer Headline  

 

In the words of the Paul Simon song, there are '50 ways to leave your lover' ... but you may be 

surprised to find that there are at least double that number of ways to write a killer headline that 

will grab attention to your leaflet or advertising literature so that it gets noticed.  

Psychology, greed, the need to have an answer to a question, the 'what's in it for me' factor ... are all 

reasons why people will pay attention to your headline ... and what's more ... to entice them into 

reading the rest of the copy that follows.  

The headline grabbers listed here have all been tried and tested many times over and continue to 

prove they are winners.  

If you are sceptical ... try using any of killer headlines that follow and see the difference it will make 

to your response rates. You will be in for a pleasant surprise! 

Obviously ... headline grabbers have to be used to match the product or services you are trying to 

sell and it is important that the body copy that follows is applicable to the statement made by your 

headline. While some killer headlines will work for one type of business or offer - other may be more 

applicable.  

 

Give these a try ... 

 

1. How To...  

A 'How To..' headline grabs your prospect's attention by appealing to their psyche because it 

tells the brain they are about to learn something new that could benefit their lifestyle. The 

headline and following text needs to spell out how to get their benefit faster, cheaper, easier, 

etc.  
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Example:  

"How To Get Out Of Debt In 1 Year Or Less!"  

 

2. Unlock...  

An 'Unlock...' headline provides a way of unlocking a valuable benefit that the prospect feels 

they need or may want. Your product or service will of course be the key that will unlock the 

benefits your customer is looking for and your body copy should explain what these are.  

Example:  

"Unlock The Secrets Of Selling High Ticket Items!"  

 

3.  Discover...  

A 'Discover...' headline grabs will appeal to your prospect's sense of adventure. It's not 

dissimilar to a story when the plot opens up and the reader discovers a treasure chest or a lost 

artefact. It works well for all kinds of products or services. 

Example:  

"Discover 3 Simple Ways To Reduce Your Unwanted Wrinkles!"  

 

4. ...Exposed  

An '... Exposed' headline grabs the reader's by appealing to their sense of mystery. It suggests 

that  by reading your text they will gain access to some privately shared secret ... or something 

that the writer may want to hide. Your prospects will want to know what is being covered up 

and why. But you must ensure that you provide the answers they are looking for to avoid their 

disappointment.  

Example:  

"Used Car Dealer Sales Tricks Exposed!" 
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5. ...Explained  

An '...Explained' headline offers a clear picture of a benefit a prospect may be seeking but do 

not understand how to find. If there is something a customer does not understand but they feel 

will be of benefit they are relying on you to explain how they can have what they want. If you 

were in their position, wouldn't you want it explained?  

Example:  

"Top Search Engine Optimization Strategies Explained!"  

 

6.  Breaking News...  

A 'Breaking News...' headline grabs will infer that something really important is about to be 

announced that cannot wait until later. It creates an urgency that, such as in the case of 

broadcast media that cannot wait until normal bulletins are made.  It's usually associated with 

major occurrences such as a serve weather, a terrorist attack, war footage, etc. but works well 

in advertising by encouraging people to stop what they are doing in order to take notice.  

Example:  

"Breaking News! Scientist Finds Breakthrough Weight Loss Formula!"  

 

7.  Inside Secrets...  

An 'Inside Secrets...' headline is similar to 'Exposed'  and grabs attention by offering the reader 

the opportunity of gaining some privileged information that it suggests is not available to all. It 

serves to single out the prospect by making them feel  they have been specifically chosen to 

receive the information and it can used to add a rareness to your product. Something rare is 

usually valuable.  

Example:  

"The Inside Secrets Of Millionaires Under The Age Of 29!"  
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8.  Magic...  

A 'Magic...' headline causes fascination because most people like to know how a magic trick is 

achieved. Used in advertising it will suggest that a magic formula or tool awaits the recipient 

that will instantly bring the buyer specific desirable benefits. There is a natural tendency for 

people to try to obtain all that they desire with little or no effort.  

Example:  

"New! A Stain Remover That Works Like Magic!"  

 

9.  Finally...  

A 'Finally...' headline will instil urgency by suggesting to a prospect that a final solution has been 

discovered that will satisfy their needs after any number of similar products they may have tried 

previously had been unsuccessful. When a solution is found to a problem that has been 

worrying someone they are likely to say or think….FINALLY!!!  

Example:  

"Finally! An Acne Cream That Actually Does What It Says!"  

 

10. ...Guaranteed  

A '...Guaranteed'  headline will take the uncertainty out of buying a product or service. It tells 

your prospect that your offer contains benefits that are guaranteed against risk and they know 

you can be trusted to deliver on your promises.  Your prospects will be more interested in 

buying from you  if you can inspire them with confidence and they are assured they have 

nothing to lose. It also can make the most unbelievable headline seem believable.  

Example:  

"10,000 Web Site Visitors In One Month...Guaranteed!"  
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11. Time Sensitive...  

The 'Time Sensitive!...' headline grabs attention when positioned in front of a benefits that you 

are offering and instructs the prospect to act promptly otherwise they could miss out on an 

important opportunity. It can be followed for example by ... 'Act Now ... offer expires in 10 days' 

Example:  

"Time Sensitive! 5 Ways To Reduce Your Tax Bill!"  

 

12.  Truth About...  

The 'Truth About...' headline is used to reassure the reader and to suggest that you are honest 

and not just wanting to grab your prospect's money! Sadly, many people suspect they are being 

lied to by businesses especially if they feel they have been tricked before by a different 

company, so you will need to project a need to place their trust in you.  

Example:  

"The Real Truth About MLM Compensation Plans!"  

 

13.  Free Bonuses...  

The 'Free Bonuses...' headline works well because essentially everyone likes to feel they are 

being offered something at no cost. Customers also like to be rewarded when buying and an 

extra free gift with every purchase can help clinch a sale. Your prospects will read the rest of 

your advertisement to discover what free bonuses you are offering and to learn about any 

conditions that may be attached to your offer.  

Example:  

"How To Get 7 Free Bonuses Worth £1,657!"  
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14. Which Of...  

The 'Which Of...' headline usefully infers that you and offering your prospect a choice. People 

like to have choices as it gives them more freedom over their decision making and a greater 

level of control when they buy.  

Example:  

"Which Of These Web Hosting Companies Would You Choose?"  

 

15. Last Chance...  

The 'Last Chance...' headline is a powerful way of grabbing a prospect's attention. People 

usually pay more attention to a 'last chance' opportunity because if offers something they feel 

they need they will miss the opportunity of acquiring it.  Everyone hates to lose something. It 

will usually help sell to people that usually might procrastinate about buying. Now or never is a 

strong motivator.  

Example:  

"Last Chance To Save 50% Off This Stunning Ring"  

 

16. Take Advantage...  

The 'Take Advantage..." headline appeals to prospects because it puts them in the driving seat 

and re-enforces their need to be advantaged rather disadvantaged. It also suggest that your 

offer contains benefits that they cannot afford to miss.  

Example:  

"Take Advantage Of The Falling Stock Market"  
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17. Treat Yourself...  

The 'Treat Yourself...' headline grabs attention because most people, in addition to enjoying 

obtaining things for themselves, are also focused on pleasing and helping their family, friends 

and employees. It can be used to stop readers in their tracks by suggesting ... "I need a treat 

once in awhile, too!” so I am going to buy this product.  

Example:  

"Treat Yourself To A Delicious, Hot-Fudge Sundae!"  

 

18. Reasons To...  

The 'Reasons To...' headline is used to add power to a statement that appeals to your  

prospect's imagination by posing the question 'why?' Starting a headline with this will give 

prospects a strong need to continye reading your advertisement to discover what the reasons 

are.  

Example:  

"10 Reasons To Start Your Own, Profitable mail order business!"  

 

19. Now You Can...  

The 'Now You Can..' headline will grab attention and provide inspiration if your prospect has a 

desire for something that has not been satisfied yet. Your advertisement will informs them by 

telling them that what they seek is immediately available to them. 

Example:  

"Now You Can Afford That Holiday Of A Lifetime!"  

 

20. Proven...  

The 'Proven...' headline grabs attention by inspiring trust and honesty in your products and 

prospects will know that you will deliver on the benefits that you are promoting and the 

prospect desires. Would you want a product that's UN-PROVEN?  
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Example:  

"A Hair Tonic That's Proven To Work!" 

 

21. Are You Still...  

The 'Are You Still...' headline will encourage the reader to respond because it will leave them 

feeling that they must act now to avoid missing out on an opportunity that will be of benefit to 

them. It will also ask whether they are still getting the most benefit with an older product and 

will explain that your newer product you are offering will satisfy their needs more. 

Example:  

"Are You Still Using That Slow, Old Typewriter?"  

 

22. Never Seen Before...  

The 'Never Seen Before...'  used in a headline will grab attention by suggesting to your prospect 

that they have missed something important by ignoring previous ads.  They think they have 

seen everything, but by telling them that your product is something they will not have seen 

before will create a desire and your prospect will stop and read about it. Something NEW is very 

enticing!  

Example:  

"Never Seen Before! Tyres That Never Go Flat!"  

 

23. Imagine...  

The 'Imagine...' headline plays on a prospect's senses and tells them what it will be like to 

depart from what they already have to  achieve something better. Why do you think TV, 

movies, video games, music, drugs, alcohol, etc. are so popular? It is because they can allow 

people to escape from a mundane existence into a imaginary world. Give them one or more of 

the benefits they imagine.  

Example:  

"Imagine Losing 20 Pounds In 14 Days!"  
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24. They Laughed...  

The 'They Laughed...' headline will relate to your prospect because everyone has suffered being 

laughed at or minimized at least once. It's a case of the prospect getting the last laugh after 

proving to those mocking them that they were wrong and the prospect's actions were right. 

 Example:  

"They Laughed At Me When I Bought That Run-Down House Until I Sold It And Made £20,000 

Profit"  

 

25. How I...  

The 'How I...' headline grabs attention by relating a successful first person experience to the 

prospect. It shows how if  'I' can benefit by the offer then so can 'you' . The headline makes a 

more personal statement and will draw your prospect into your advertisement copy because it 

demonstrates how the little guy wins!  

Example:  

"How I Made £36,890 In One Week!  

 

26. Thousands Have...  

The 'Thousands Have..' headline suggests that if thousands of people have bought your product 

it must be good. If the prospect buys from you they know they are in good company and they 

won't be disappointed.  Of course you don't want to lie - and if thousand have NOT  bought 

your product you will soon be exposed. You may also want to use a specific number of people 

so it sounds more believable.  

Example:  

"3,734 People Have  Already Saved Money by Buying Our Tax Software"  
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27. Do You...  

The 'Do You...' headline poses a question that requires a prospect to answer  'yes' or 'no'. If they 

say 'yes'  to the question asked by the headline they are confirming their need to find a solution 

to their problem and will continue reading to discover how you can help them escape from their 

dilemma. Example:  

"Do You Want To Be In Debt For The Rest Of Your Life?"  

 

28. ...Mistake...  

The '...Mistake...' headline works by involving a prospect to avoid making costly mistakes that 

could stop them from getting their desired benefit. People also shy away from wanting to feel 

dumb or stupid so they will continue reading to find out how not to make a mistake or error of 

judgement.  

Example:  

"Don't Make The Same Tax Mistakes That Cost Me £34,568!"  

 

29. I'm So Mad...  

The 'I'm So Mad...' headline is highly emotive and will halt a prospect in their tracks because 

natural curiosity will force them to continue reading to find out what caused you to feel mad. 

But don't forget to tell them why in your body copy! Of course, this approach can also work 

with just about any expression of emotion - such as happy, excited, sad, depressed, etc.  

Example:  

"I'm So Mad About Being Scammed Again!"  
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30. I Dare You...  

The 'I Dare You...' headline puts a challenge to your prospect that they will rise to. People like a 

challenge especially if they feel they can prove you wrong even if this means buying your 

productin order to do so.  

Example:  

"I Dare You To Find A Tastier Cookie…If You Do Your Money Back!"  

 

31. Secrets Of...  

The 'Secrets Of...' headline inspires prospects to discover what the secrets of your product or 

service are and this can lead them to buy from you. It's like a friend telling you they know a 

secret that they are keeping from you, so you do all you can to pry it out of them. Most people 

are just plain nosy!  

Example:  

"The Secrets Of Rich And Famous Writers"  

 

32. ...Doesn't (Don't) Want You to Know  

The '...Doesn't (Don't) Want You To Know' headline is used to prompt people into satisfying 

their curiosity because it creates a desire to find out what it is you are trying to keep from them 

- especially if it the information you are hiding can lead them to receiving benefits they desire to 

have.  

Example:  

"Top Ranking Secrets Search Engine Experts Don't Want You to Know"  
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33. Warning...  

The 'Warning...' headline stops people in their tracks by suggesting that if it is ignored they 

could lose some form of benefit or be in danger. People are used to reading caution notices 

such as storm warnings, poison warnings, side effects warnings, etc. so they are more likely to 

stop and take notice. 

Example:  

"Warning! Don't Let False Spam Accusers Take Advantage Of You! " 

 

34. Ways To...  

The 'Ways To...' headline grabs by offering to explain something to a prospect that they may not 

be aware of that will improve their life and give them the benefits they seek.  If they don't read 

all of the 'ways to ...' they will feel they are losing out and will fail to benefit from the 

information. This is best used with a specific number of 'ways' ... such as “10 Ways To….” etc.  

Example:  

"20 Ways To Sell Your House Faster!"  

 

35. Step-By-Step...  

The 'Step-by-Step...' headline is used to remove a prospect's confusion about your products or 

services. When they buy a new product or they are seeking a desired benefit they want you to 

hold their hand by describing in simple stages how they can acquire the benefits.  

Example:  

"An Easy, Step-By-Step Web Site Design System That Takes New Users By The Hand!"  
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36. Testimonial...  

The 'Testimonial' headline is employed to add a sense of trust to your product. If someone has 

bought your products previously and are willing to praise its benefits, this will give you greater 

credibility.  

Example:  

"I'm in SHOCK! This search engine software took my web site from number 60 to 3 in two 

weeks!"  

Jan Young,  

Managing Director, Acme Widgets  

http://www.-----.com 

 

37. Limited...  

The 'limited...' headline is used to prompt a fast reaction from your prospect in order to take 

advantage of your offer. By delaying their purchase a prospect risks missing the offer and will 

lose the benefits it will bring.  It is a powerful way of moving surplus stock, items that are 

limited or those that are rare and scarce. It may be their last or only chance to obtain what you 

are selling.  

Example:  

"Limited Quantity! Only 37 Diamond Pendants Left In Stock! " 

 

38. As seen...  

The 'As seen...' headline grabs attention by using the powers of association. Many like to be 

associated with something bought or endorsed by somebody famous, or one that has appeared 

in press reviews or on television. It implies that your product must be good to have been 

selected for endorsement.  Most prefer to buy from a business they know or trust and a when a 

respected person or the media uses your products they are effectively recommended you to 

others.  
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Example:  

"As seen in the Travel Show ... The Luxurious Apple Hotel"  

 

39. Stop...  

The 'Stop...' headline acts in the same way as a stop sign while driving. It grabs attention and 

does exactly what it says - it stops the reader in their tracks. It has become a natural reaction to 

take notice when confronted with a "Stop" message. It often works better when the word 'stop' 

is in red  to imply the reader will be confronted by danger if they fail to take notice.  

Example:  

"STOP! How To Reduce You Monthly Gas Bill By 50%!"  

 

40. I'm Looking For...  

The  'I'm Looking For...' headline does not immediately read like an advertisement. People like 

to help others and by reacting to your headline they may feel they can contribute by providing 

the help you are needing.  

Example:  

"I'm Looking For 200 Lucky People That Want To Help Test My New Traffic Exchange!"  

 

41. Once Upon A Time...  

The 'Once Upon A Time...' headline acts like the beginning of a story and appeals to prospects 

who enjoy reading stories. It may transport them back to their childhood and happy memories 

of having stories read to them. Stories allow people to  be entertained and allow an escape 

from the reality of everyday things. This is why books, T.V. and movies are popular. You can also 

use other, perhaps dramatic story related headlines, such as…It Was A Cold, Stormy 

Night...something to draw them into your text.  

Example:  

"Once Upon A Time There Was A Beautiful Woman..."  
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42. Remember...  

The 'Remember...' headline triggers the reader's past memories. Your prospects will want to 

read the rest of your ad for nostalgic reasons to find out what other memories and emotions it 

brings back - perhaps by reminding them of long-gone better times that they are hoping to 

recapture.  

Example:  

"Remember When You Could Leave Your Doors Unlocked?"  

 

43. Uncensored...  

The 'Uncensored...' headline tells your prospects that you are not holding anything back by 

telling the entire truth about your product. This will suggest that by buying your product they 

are getting something that others cannot normally get. You will give the impression that your 

customers will be forming part of a select group that you are trusting both with the information 

and your product.  

Example:  

"Internet Marketing Exposed - Totally Uncensored And Uncut!"  

 

44. Everyone Knows...  

The 'Everyone knows...' headline suggests that if the reader does not know ... then they are 

missing out on some important information that they should know.  They will continue reading 

because they will want to learn about what it is they are missing out on.  

Example:  

"Everyone Knows That Petrol Prices Will Only Get Higher, Right?"  
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45. FACT...  

The 'FACT...' prefix to a headline grabs attention because people typically buy products based 

upon emotion and back up their decision with logic and facts. If something is presented as 

factual it will be believable and remove the prospect's doubts about buying the product.  People 

like to learn facts. 

Example:  

"FACT! 99.9 Of People Buy Based On Emotion!"  

 

46. (Source) says...  

The '(Source) says...' headline is effective because if a reputable, famous personality or media 

source endorses your product or mentions it positively in a magazine or newspaper article, then 

this is a good as personal testimonial. Be sure to include the testimonial in your advertisement.  

Example:  

"Rolling Red Magazine says it's "Simply Amazing"  

 

47. Make Money...  

The 'Make Money...' headline appeals to the human trait of greed. Who doesn't want to find a 

new way of making money? Most need more money than they have already to buy something 

expensive they can't afford. If they think what you are about to tell them can make some quick 

cash they are likely to react to what you are telling them. 

Example:  

"How To Extra Make Money Working From Home!"  
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48. Save Money...  

The 'Save Money...' headline is similar to 'Make Money' only this time it grabs attention by 

proclaiming how the reader can save money by buying your product. If you can convince the 

prospect that you can save them money - perhaps as a worthwhile discount on a major 

purchase or for retirement you could be on to a winner. 

Example:  

"How To Save £50 At The Grocery Store Without Coupons!"  

 

49. Save Time...  

The 'Save Time...' headline will hook a reader  because people are always looking for anything 

that can save them time in their busy lives. They need to save time travelling, cooking, 

performing routine chores etc.  so they are prepared to learn how your product can help them 

achieve their goals. Even with all the technological advances, people still feel they cannot get 

everything done in one day and this is why ready meals, time management courses etc are 

popular.  

Example:  

"How To Free Up An Extra 2 Hours A Day No Matter How Busy You Are!"  

 

50. New...  

The 'New...' headline is another winner and associates with a natural desire by most people to 

try new products and technology. They like to think they are the first to use is and some will go 

to great lengths to realise this. Something new is often perceived as better than the item or 

service it replaces and this can be a powerful reason for people wanting to buy.   

Example:  

"New! How To Design A Professional Looking Web Site In Under 2 Hours!" 
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51. You Are About...  

The 'You Are About...' headline can be used as an attention grabber that readers expect to 

inform them about benefits they will discover when buying your product. You are inviting your 

prospect to continue reading your advertisement to learn all they need to know about your 

product or service. Example:  

"You Are About To Discover A New, Amazing Weight Loss Formula!"  

 

52. Celebrity  

The 'Celebrity ...' headline plays on an association with a well-known person to endorse your 

product with a well written quote. A link between your product and a celebrity can be 

extremely powerful and will create credibility. Your prospect is likely to believe something that 

has been said by a respected personality because they know that a celebrity would not wish to 

damage their reputation quoting something that was untrue. The celebrity's endorsement 

must, of course, be genuine.  

Example:  

Joe Blow says, “This auto responder service blows away the competition!"  

 

53. Metaphor  

The 'Metaphor' headline suggests that your product offers a rewarding experience and that it 

performs in some superior way. It describes the benefits of ownership in a mood-provoking way 

that suggest superiority.  The headline helps people to  relate to your product faster and they 

will want to learn more by reading about your product's 'performance' by reading the rest of 

your advertisement.  

Example:  

"Sitting In One Of Our Chairs Is Sitting In Luxury"  
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54. Help Wanted  

The 'Help Wanted' headline appeals to your prospect's sense of responsibility. Most people 

have been raised to help others and when you ask for help they are unlikely to reject your 

request. Your prospect is likely to stop to find out what help you need and whether they can 

provide it. Never be afraid to ask for help but remember a prospect will often be looking for 

some personal gain when they respond.  

Example:  

"I Need Your Help! I'm Looking For 200 People That Want To Make Up £5,000 A Month! " 

 

55. Free/Special Report...  

The 'Free/Special Report...'headline is powerful  way of prompting a prospect to respond. 

People generally like to think they can get something for nothing, however small the reward 

may be. A free or special report will often lead the prospect into buying your main product or 

service. A prospect's defences often drop when they are offered something free especially if 

they are being given something with a perceived value attached.  

Example:  

"Free Report! How To Triple Your Sales In Three Easy Steps!"  

 

56. "by"  

The  'by' sub headline will suggest to the prospect that they are reading an article instead of a 

sales or marketing piece. By adding a writer's name as a 'by line' will provide credibility and can 

also appear as if the 'advertorial' has been written by an expert. .  

Example:  

"How To Instantly Improve Your School Grades With Little Or No Effort! " 

by Fred Bloggs  
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57. Exclusive...  

The 'Exclusive...' headline plants the impression that the prospect has been selected as the first 

or one of an exclusive group to receive your offer. People like to feel they are part of an 

exclusive club as this can provide status over their friends and colleagues. It can also inject a 

feeling that they are being given the opportunity to share a secret that most won't know about.  

Example:  

"Exclusive Offer! The First 50 People That Order Will Get £675 In Bonuses! " 

 

58. Revolutionary...  

The 'Revolutionary...' headline is used to announce a major, new and improved product or 

service that will satisfy a prospect's desire to own something that is above the norm. It suggests 

the benefits provided by your product or services will be better, easier to obtain or are faster to 

achieve than similar products that may be available.  

Example:  

"Introducing: A Revolutionary Diet Plan That Lets You Pig-Out Anytime You Want!"  

 

60. Healthy...  

The 'Healthy...' headline is a winner because it will appeal to everyone who wants to hear about 

positive benefits that can help them achieve or maintain better health. With so many health 

warnings about - a product that can inspire and provide improved health is seen by prospect's 

as worth further consideration. However, it can also be used indirectly to suggest bigger, larger, 

more effective ways etc to achieve things that have no onnection to health in a real sense.  

Example:  

"How To Earn A Healthy Income Pulling Weeds Part Time!"  
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61. Urgent...  

The 'Urgent...'  headline works well by calling for a prospect's immediate attention. When 

people receive urgent messages they subconsciously react because they have learn that it must 

contain important information that they need to read. It is a call to action! 

Example:  

"Urgent! What Credit Card Companies Don't Want You To Know!"  

 

62. You Too Can...  

The 'You Too Can...' headline grabs tells prospects that others, similar to themselves,  have 

accomplished amazing things or earned extra money by taking up your offer. It inspires the 

feeling ... if they can make it work for others  -then  “Why can't I benefit?” The headline also 

inspires curiosity and envy.  

Example:  

"Millions Of People Benefit by Working From Home - And You Can Too!"  

 

63. What If...  

The 'What If...' headline poses a question that prompts people to  continue reading to find the 

answers. It is used as a way of suggesting how a prospect can gain certain benefits they are 

seeking by following your instructions.  The headline asks the prospect whether their dreams 

can become a reality by acting on what you are about to explain.  

Example:  

"What If You Could Make £10,000 A Month?"  
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64. Instant  

The 'Instant...' headline works well by making time an important issue. If a prospect believes 

they can gain an instant benefit or advantage from your products they will be prepared to your 

offer. An instant solution also implies less effort is required to gain the benefits it provides.  

People are often impatient and are unwilling to wait. They want the benefits your product 

provides NOW or as quickly as possible. Anything fast and easy will sell like crazy.  

Example:  

"How To Instantly Triple Your Opt-In List!"  

 

65. Pay Close Attention...  

The '"Pay Close Attention...' headline plays on our childhood when we began to be acclimatised 

to listening when told. It also promotes the idea that what you are about to say to your 

prospect is of vital importance. So don't let them down ... explain how important your offer is!  

Example:  

"Pay Close Attention! Never Pay For Solicitor Fees Again!"  

 

66. If You Qualify...  

The 'If You Qualify...' headline is another that appeals to the human need to be part of a unique 

or privileged group. Nobody will want to feel that they may NOT qualify or be refused your 

offer. It poses a challenge to their worth. They will want to learn how to qualify or discover 

whether they fit into your group of privileged customers. When conditions are attached to your 

offer it can be perceived as having exclusivity.  

Example:  

"£2000 Diamond Ring For Only £299...If You Qualify!"  
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67. Visual  

The 'Visual' headline will trigger the prospect's imagination by subconsciously placing them in 

your text or visual. This could ask them to imagine they are the one relaxing on a sun-drenched 

beach, at the wheel of a sleek sports car etc. One good visual can trigger all sorts of stimuli. 

Visuals can be pictures, graphics, online videos, comics, etc that the prospect will relate to.  

Example:  

This Could Be You:  

(your visual)  

 

68. Targeted  

The 'Targeted' headline is aimed at a specific individual or group of similar people and nobody 

else. You will already have created a rapport with your targeted audience by recognizing the 

type of person they are and by appealing to their interest. Now you can explain how, as special 

customers, they have been chosen to take advantage of your offer.  

Example:  

"Attention! Calling All Gardeners To Try This New, Fast-Growing Plant Fertilizer!"  

 

69. Introducing...  

The 'Introducing...' headline implies that the products you are offering are new or it is 

something your prospect may not be familiar with that could be of benefit to them. The 

headline will suggest to your prospect that you are doing them a good turn by introducing 

something new.  

Example:  

"Introducing: A New, Absolutely Delicious Sugar Cookie Recipe!" 
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70. If You're Worried...Don't Be  

The 'If You're Worried...Don't Be'  headline offers comfort by removing your prospect's fears. 

They are likely to feel confident about buying from you if they believe you are thinking about 

what causes their worries and you are acting in their best interests to release them from the 

situation that is causing their concerns.  If you can help them they will trust you.  

Example:  

"If You're Worried About Paying Your Bills...Don't Be!"  

 

71. You're Invited To...  

The 'You're Invited To...' headline catches your prospect's attention as it sounds like you are 

asking them to attend a special event instead of targeting them with an advertisement.  Invites 

appear more personal and the recipient will feel important and special. An invitation removes 

risk because of its friendly tone. It suggests that you are not asking the reader to commit - just 

to try what it is you are offering them so they can learn about the benefits of your product.  

Example:  

"You're Invited To Experience The Business Opportunity Of A Lifetime!"  

 

72. The Perfect...  

The 'The Perfect...' headline appeals to a prospect's need to enjoy a perfect life. They are always 

looking for the perfect solution to their problems or a product that will satisfy their desired 

needs. Perfect has to be good because nobody would buy anything that was imperfect.  

Example:  

"The Perfect Bathing Suit To Hide Those Left Over Winter Pounds!"  
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73. Tested...  

The 'Tested...' headline inspires confidence because nobody wants to think they are buying 

something that is untested. If you can spell out what tests your product has undergone this will 

help make your product more desirable. A tested product suggests a more scientific approach 

has been adopted to achieve the benefits, and that it has been tested and works, and nothing 

has been left chance.  

Example:  

"Tried And Tested Diet That Allows You To Lose Up To 10 Pounds Per Week!"  

 

74. Breakthrough...  

The 'Breakthrough...' headline approach appeals because people often like to associate with 

something that has discovered a groundbreaking  way to solve their problems or to provide 

desired benefits. A breakthrough product suggests that your product is successful and may have 

overcome the problems experienced with similar products that have failed in the past.  

Example:  

"New, Breakthrough Formula That Gets Rid Of Dry Skin Forever!"  

 

75. Time-Tested…  

The 'Time Tested...' headlines will suggests a trusted product that has been developed over a 

long period.  By undergoing thorough testing the product will provide proven benefits. The 

prospect can rely on the product delivering reliability and meeting its promise.  

Example:  

"A Time-Tested Investing Formula That Generates A Positive Return 99.9% Of The Time!  
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76. Safe...  

The 'Safe...' headline is a powerful way of guaranteeing no harm will come to anyone that uses 

it. Nobody wants to be associated with something that was unsafe. This headline will inform 

people that by buying from you they are at no risk.  

Example:  

"A Bug Spray That's Fully Safe To Use Around Children!"  

 

77. Serious Inquiries Only...  

The 'Serious Inquiries Only...' headline suggests that those who have access to your product or 

services must be eligible and meet your requirements to receive the benefits. This increases the 

desirability of your product  by making it more exclusive. Prospects will  want to learn whether 

they qualify or not. 

Example:  

"Lose 5 Pounds Per Week - Serious Inquires Only!"  

 

78. Used By…  

The  'Used By...' headline acts as an endorsement for your product and can be if you can link 

some famous and/or well- known clients to your product by naming them in your headline! It 

gives credibly and tells customers that by buying from you they are in esteemed company.  

Example:  

"Our Famous, Internet Marketing Course Has Been Used By (some of your 

famous/respectable clients)"  
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79. Free Trial/Sample  

The 'Free Trial/Sample...' headline is liked by prospects it removes their buying defences. You 

are not asking them to commit any money and you feel confident enough to give them a 

sample of your product before they decide to buy or be charged. This can help you to gain 

respectability. 

Example:  

"FREE 30 Day Trial Membership To Our Private Internet Marketing Site!"  

 

80. Physical Effects  

The 'Physical Effects' headline grabs attention by promoting something they know and like and 

is a common benefit of your products. You will use the headline to promote a pleasurable and 

emotional experience. It makes your headline come to life. The sizzle effect before the 

substance.  

Example:  

"Our Delicious, Tantalizing Steaks Will Make Your Mouth Water With Anticipation!"  

 

81. Easy/Simple...  

The 'Easy/Simple...' headline is used to emphasise that your product or service is simple and 

easy to use or follow. People do not want to have to work hard to achieve benefits and goal. 

They want the experience to be as painless as possible and be achievable without fuss.  

Example:  

"The Simple And Easy Leaf Vacuum System!"  
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82. Only Source  

The 'Only Source' headline leaves your prospect in no doubt that your product or the benefit it 

provides cannot be obtained anywhere else or from anyone else. It is as though you have a 

monopoly on that particular product or benefit and will dispense it as you will. It also enhances 

exclusivity. 

Example:  

"You Can't Find Our Odourless Cleaning Liquid Anywhere Else...Guaranteed!"  

 

83. Ordinary People  

The 'Ordinary People' headline grabs attention by stating that ordinary or un-advantaged 

people are able to access the benefits of your product or service to give them the opportunity 

to realise their dreams. Your prospect will think if others can get it, so can they. 

Example:  

"How A Man from Swindon Went From Homeless To Riches In Just 30 Days!"  

 

84. Experience The  

The 'Experience The...' headline offers a prospect the opportunity to experience lifetime's 

pleasures. This could be something special that will provide unique or desirable benefits. 

Prospects also seek special experiences, some time one-off, that can bring them emotional 

rewards.  

Example:  

"Experience The Relaxation Of Our Tropical Resort!"  
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85. People Reactions  

The 'People Reactions' headline helps to establish credibility by using a statement of 'what 

others might think of you' when a prospect buys your product. People care what other people 

think and say and this can influence a prospect's choice. The opinions of close associates and 

family members can have great persuasion over what somebody buys. 

Example:  

"Imagine What Your Friends Will Say When You Drive Up In A New Sports Car!"  

 

86. Giving  

The 'Giving' headline grabs appeals to prospects who enjoy giving to others and like to those in 

their life be happy. One way people show that they care about those others is to buy them gifts. 

This headline is highly emotive and appeals to a prospect's sense of moral conscience to work 

well for charity organisations and fund raisers. 

Example:  

"Just Imagine The Smile On Your Kid's Face When You bring Home This Cute Puppy!"  

 

87. Tired Of  

The 'Tired Of...' headline appeals to a prospect's boredom of tired and worn out things in their 

life.. The old just does not give the promise of the new. New has the potential to fulfil the 

prospect's desire for benefits or to achieve a specific goal.  

Example:  

"Aren't You Too Tired of Sleeping in Your Old Bed? 
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88. Don't Buy Another...  

The 'Don't Buy Another...' headline grabs attention by using a fear factor that cautions a 

prospect to buy wisely. It provides some inside knowledge that will affect a prospect's 

purchasing decision. It creates uneasiness and even indecision that you will thoughtfully 

remove. You want to help them make the right decision by buying your proven better product. 

Example:  

Warning! ... Don't Buy Another Toy For Your Kids Until You Read This!  

 

89. Myths  

The 'Myths...' headline will instil a certain level of caution in the prospect's mind by asking them 

to view some imagined things, myths, fears that will be holding them back from getting their 

desired benefits. These issues can be addressed in the body copy of your advertisement. 

Example:  

"8 Myths About Starting Your Own Home Business!"  

 

90. Low Cost  

The 'Low Cost' headline will appeal to everyone who is looking for a bargain and trying to save 

money. This can be used as a powerful way of targeting those on a tight budget or thrifty 

shoppers.  

Example:  

How To Find Low Cost Advertising On The Internet!"  
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91. Top...  

The 'Top...' headline will grab the attention of prospects who want to know the top, best or 

most popular way to get their desired benefit. This headline appeals to those who want to have 

the best things in life .. the type of people who are especially attracted to designer labels and 

top brands.  

Example:  

"The Top 5 Ways To Reduce You Credit Card Debt!"  

 

92. If You...I'll...  

The 'If You...I'll...' headline will prompt a prospect to react by offering them the opportunity to 

grab  a deal you are making by rewarding them for getting their desired benefits. This provides 

a win/win situation for your prospects that many feel they cannot refuse.  

Example:  

"If You Read My New Copywriting Book, I'll Give You Another Copy For FREE!"  

 

93. Specific  

The 'Specific' headline makes your headline more believable. If there is a specific figure, there 

must be a good reason for it. It must be true or even understated.  

Example:  

"How I Made £17,845.67 By Buying One Solo Ad!"  
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94. Simile  

The 'Simile' headline draws attention by comparing two unlike things in a combination that 

amplifies your point. The paradox would bring them into the text of your ad. Most similes use 

the words 'like' or  'as' in a connecting term.  

Example:  

"Taking Our Marketing Course Is Like Having No Competition!"  

 

95. Analogy  

The 'Analogy' headline uses comparison to draw attention between two known subjects that 

are different. It provides a new combination or contrast when describing two parameters that 

one would not normally see.  

Example:  

"How Algebra Can Be Just Like Playing Connect The Dots!  

 

96. Famous Quote  

The 'Famous Quote' headline can be used as an intelligent way to grab your prospect's 

attention by using something said by a well known personality, pundit or respected person who 

your target audience will have heard of to give your business and product more credibility.  

Example:  

"A Headline That Grabs Your Prospects Attention Can Be Considered A Hypnotic One"  

by Anton Bloggs  
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97. Don't Read This  

The 'Don't Read This...' headline uses reverse psychology to create interest. It catches your 

prospect off-guard and they wonder why they should NOT read it and this make them more 

curious by the prohibition to prompt them to seek the answer in the body copy of your 

advertisement.  

Example:  

"Don't Read This If You Want To Go Bankrupt!"  

 

98. Miracle  

The 'Miracle' headline induces your prospect to fantasize about some miracle about your 

product or service that could improve his or her life. Some miracle related words could 

be…unbelievable, incredible, amazing, etc.  

Example:  

"A New, Amazing Traffic Generating System That Doesn't Cost You A Penny!"  

 

99. Confusing  

The  'Confusing' headline poses a puzzle that can be unsettling for your prospect. People are 

used to certain conformity so by making your headline a little confusing, or unusual, it may 

tempt them to find out more to clarify the mystery.  

Example:  

"Marketer Cows Money"  
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100. Humour  

The 'humour' headline might suggest to your prospect that there is something humorous in 

your product or packaging. Although buyers will often respond well to humour, care must be 

exercised and  irony is often the best humour to use.  Joking, other than tongue-in-cheek can 

be very counterproductive especially if your prospects fail to understand the humour. Your 

product could gain in credibility if you are slightly depreciating.  

Example:  

"You Might Be Addicted To Internet Marketing If You Start Calling  'TV Dinners' - 'PC 

Dinners'...”  

 

EXTRA BONUS: 

 101. Success Story  

The 'Success Story' headline often relates to a prospect by placing them in the same 

position. They may be able to imagine being in the driving seat and in control of what you 

are describing. The headline will re-enforce the prospect's belief that they can succeed 

against all odds. They will adopt the view that if another can do it, “Why not me?”  

Example:  

"How An Average Guy From Leicester Turned His Hobby Into A Multi-Million Pound 

Business!" 

 


